Business innovation
with SAP HANA

Today, most public activities are captured as data by surveillance. Surveillance through video is
the most common mode. Many public places, such as superstores, restaurants, traﬃc signals,
hospitals and parking spaces, are monitored through CCTVs. The recordings are monitored
manually. This not only involves a huge amount of eﬀort by information workers, it also consumes
a lot of resources and is prone to errors due to manual interference. Since video surveillance
brings in huge volumes of data, storage and management of the data for future requirement
plays a crucial role.

Our solution
Video surveillance using SAP HANA
SAP HANA is a revolutionary database technology which enables big data management, real time analysis, 3600x faster
analytics and connectivity to multiple reporting tools. Our solution consumes the video surveillance data into SAP HANA,
performs trend and prediction analysis on the data and showcases reports to enable management take faster decisions. This
approach uses intelligent cameras, capable of making an initial analysis of the video footage. The data from these cameras
are stored in SAP HANA for further analysis.
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SAP HANA Rapid Deployment Solution
(RDS) - Operational Reporting

SAP SAP HANA Rapid Deployment Solution
(RDS) - Sentimental Reporting
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Mindtree File Uploader
The most convenient method of data provisioning in SAP
HANA has been Flat File upload. File Uploader is a web
based utility to upload ﬁles like .csv, .xls, .doc, txt, etc. to
database tables in SAP HANA. It has the "feature-rich"
interface provided by SAPUI5. It provides freedom to
the application user from SAP HANA Studio.
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